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if you are looking for a security suite that includes a lot of features, total security is definitely the one
to check out. it can be a bigger jump from bitdefender antivirus than some of the alternatives.

however, if you are not interested in a lot of bells and whistles, this suite is very easy to use and can
cover most basic security needs. bottom line: bitdefender total security 2017 is an excellent security
suite for those looking for much more than the basics, and it's reasonably priced in most countries.

it's just too expensive for those looking for only a few extra features. the trio of premium
features—password manager, safe kids, and backup—can easily be replaced by competing products,

such as the excellent microsoft password manager or the lesser-known and well-respected
1password, both of which are free. put your computer, smartphone or tablet at the center of your
security with total security 2017, including two-way firewall, antivirus, personal firewall, network

firewall, and it’s also the winner of bitdefender’s “best of the best” award! you can, with the click of
a button, create a blacklist for your system’s startup and shutdown items, letting you protect your
computer against malicious software that tries to disguise itself as a generic program. you can also

protect against an unknown program by sending its samples to support staff so they can analyze the
malware and block it. the blacklist manager even lets you create an inventory of known "badware".

total security 2017 also includes a zero-day malware database containing 100,000 samples of
potentially harmful trojans. simply scan a bad file or piece of code, and the sample will disappear

automatically.
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